Corvair engine performance parts

At Rafee Corvair, we are proud to carry a line of high performance parts for your Vair, to boost
performance! We offer one of a kind high performance air cleaners with chrome top to enhance
looks and power; ignition coils, MSD , Accel ; roller rockers, another custom-made product to
increase your power. We also offer a line of custom-made 8 mm and 7 mm heat resistant
silicone wires, another American-made product that we are proud to put together for you guys,
and ladies! Don't hesitate to contactrafee at with any questions you might have. Welcome to our
online store. We're adding new products on a regular basis. We carry thousands of new, used
and some NOS parts, too many to list. If you don't see what you are looking for, don't hesitate to
call us at , or click on the e-mail link above. We do ship worldwide, and will be glad to get a
quote for you, just e-mail your list. We will also be glad to answer any questions you might have
about your Vair, and help you get your ride back on the road, where it belongs! Happy to be at
your service! Home Log In. High Performance. Item Name- Price. Alright, there it is: heavy duty
8 mm wires at an Buy Now. Alright, there it is, now you can replace your old Displaying 1 to 10
of products. Starter trouble shooting:. All rights reserved. Design by CyberSpyder Marketing
Service. As a bona fide Corvair nut since , I have always wanted a strong-performing street car.
My first Corvair was a '62 Monza coupe with an 80 HP engineâ€”not exactly a high-performance
machine. As I learned about Corvair engines, I realized that the power of the stock engine could
be improved in several ways, but that many of the "improvements" radical cam, higher
compression ratio, etc. I checked out V8-powered Corvairs and admired their incredible
performance, but was not happy with the necessary trade-offs loss of interior room with most of
the conversions, problems with transaxle strength, etc. And, more importantly, I thought it was
much more of a challenge to improve the stock Corvair engine's performance, and that doing so
retained the essence of what it means to drive a Corvair. There's nothing like the exhaust note
of a horizontally-opposed Corvair engine! Given these factors, I began exploring other avenues.
As many performance enthusiasts have said, "There's no substitute for cubic inches". I learned
that a. I also learned that. I eventually learned about the famous Salih Engineering and Stokes
Engineering custom piston and barrel sets, which, at their largest, had a. That was what I was
after! Trying to find a set of Salih or Stokes barrels was no easy featâ€”I missed out on a couple
of them. Feeling like I was headed down a dead-end street, I talked with my friend Linn
Richardson. As luck would have it, he had recently heard about large-displacement piston and
barrel sets for air-cooled VW 4-cylinder engines, manufactured by Mahle a. To make a long story
short, Linn ordered a set of the 94 mm pistons and barrels in the summer of , and after some
experimentation with master machinist John Barnes of Seattle, determined that building a
big-bore Corvair engine based on these components was very feasible. I quickly signed myself
up to be the "guinea pig" for the first of these engines Linn and John were to build. Below is a
table, sorted by increasing displacement, that compares various Corvair engine cylinder sizes
and the resulting displacements. In computing the figures in the table above, I relied on several
useful formulas. Graham Dell 's 3-liter Ultravan engine was also built by Linn and John and
powers Ultravan , which Graham is restoring extensively. Graham is going all-outâ€”his engine
is fuel injected using custom fuel rails and Haltech's E6A controller which has been superceded
by later models. Check Haltech's home page for info on their products. Below are some "visual
aids" to help conceptualize the size difference between stock Corvair late model components
and the 3. Perhaps the most dramatic demonstration of the size difference is seeing a. The base
of a. Since my engine was the first 94 mm job that Linn and John attempted, we decided to be
fairly conservative. Exotic fuel intake systems, turbocharging, etc. The engine started from
literally nothingâ€”Linn selected the best bare case he had on hand and the engine was built
from the ground up. Every part was thoroughly inspected, cleaned, painted if necessary ,
balanced if necessary , etc. We didn't use a NOS crank or heads, just used ones with no
structural damage. The heads were painstaking deflashed. I didn't take a lot of pictures of the
particular engine assembly details but the Mighty Mouse feature captures a process very similar
to the one that John and Linn used. Check out the annotations to see the major differences in
our process. A modified connecting rod on the left shows material removed to clear the piston
skirt on the opposite side compare to unmodified rod on the right side. Also, check out details
about some of the features of the car in which this engine was installed Note : This engine is
now in Dean Richardson's 5-speed Corvair. Dean has made a few changes; notably, a quieter
exhaust. They have since moved to nearby Tacoma. Their engine dyno is an inertia type,
meaning that the engine is connected through a reduction drive to a spinning mass. The dyno is
designed for wide-open throttle "pulls" only, not for tuning an engine by holding it at a given
RPM. Obviously, this required removing the engine from the car. The control center for the dyno
is impressive, huh? The PC on the right does all of the data collection. The data is saved to disk
for later analysis or report printing. The ear protection comes in handy when they're testing a
top fuel dragster engine! Linn Richardson prepares the engine for testing while Rick Course

looks on. Rick is a friend of Linn's and has some experience with the Haltech fuel injection
controller, which I'll be using in later stages. Duane Cartwright, creator of the fuel injection
system Clark's Corvair Parts is going to be selling, dropped in for a visit from Portland, OR. We
briefly ran his fuel injection manifolds on my engine but had problems tuning the setup since
the dyno can't be set to hold at a certain RPM. See the Stage 4 page for some pictures. Here's
the engine on the dyno stand viewed from the driver's side. To accommodate Austin's exhaust
hose setup we had to reverse the exhaust mounting temporarily. You can see that we tested the
engine in "as installed" configurationâ€”with fan, belt, alternator, full exhaust, and shrouding.
John Barnes machined an adapter to connect the dyno's "arm" to the Corvair bellhousing.
Here's a view from the rear of the engine. The Chrysler ignition box is just barely visible on the
floor in the front right of the picture behind the dyno frame rail. This close-up of the inertia
wheel clearly shows that it was built for engines putting out much more horsepower and torque,
but it worked just fine for our application. I made the graph below using data from our best dyno
run and data published in Chevrolet's " Corvair Cu. Order part C The graph is formatted to be as
much like the original Chevy graph as possible. Torque, in 2 lb. RPM along the X-axis is given in
units of Both sets of results were from "as installed" tests a. Of interest is that the Stage 1
engine's peak torque is developed much sooner: I was concerned that graphing these two sets
of test results might be unfair not apples vs. I discussed the test conditions with Jim Burkhard ,
Bob Helt , and Rad Davis and we decided that the conditions were similar enough to warrant a
comparison. The differences of note are:. The Stage 1 engine has been very reliable. I put about
15, miles on it with no trouble aside from a failed mechanical fuel pump [replaced by electric]
and a failed ignition module before I sold it. The next owner has not had any trouble with the
engine as far as I know. This is a great setup for someone wanting significant improvement in
usable torque for the street yet provided in a very mild-mannered package. The engine idles as
if stock and gets around 27 MPG on the highway. I sold this engine to make way for its
successor, which I am calling Stage 2. The Stage 2 engine still has streetability as a primary
design point. I wanted to experiment with new ways of getting even more performance than the
Stage 1 engine while retaining good drivability. The Stage 2 engine features a roller valve train,
as sold by American Pi, Inc. John Barnes and I are in the middle of building the engine and we
hope to have it completed this summer. In the more distant future I want to replace the
carburetors with a fuel injection system, so there should be Stage 3 and Stage 4 projects to
document. All rights reserved. Background As a bona fide Corvair nut since , I have always
wanted a strong-performing street car. Size comparison Below is a table, sorted by increasing
displacement, that compares various Corvair engine cylinder sizes and the resulting
displacements. Overbore amount in decimal in. Components Below are some "visual aids" to
help conceptualize the size difference between stock Corvair late model components and the 3.
Click on an image to see a larger size picture. Stage 1 engine details Since my engine was the
first 94 mm job that Linn and John attempted, we decided to be fairly conservative. A modified
connecting rod on the left shows material removed to clear the piston skirt on the opposite side
compare to unmodified rod on the right side Here is a shot of the Stage 1 engine ready to be
installed March Below is a laundry list of some of the noteworthy engine components: Heads
configured with 9. Dyno results graph I made the graph below using data from our best dyno
run and data published in Chevrolet's " Corvair Cu. Click on the image below to see the
full-sized graph: Both sets of results were from "as installed" tests a. The differences of note
are: Chevy corrected their results to ' F. Our test results were taken at 71' F, uncorrected. Chevy
used "American Super Premium" leaded gasoline unknown octane while we used octane
unleaded racing gas. The spark advance change for my engine during the "pull" is unknown but
is unlikely to be the same as Chevy's. Chevy's data started at RPM; ours started at I chopped off
Chevy's data below RPM. Chevy's test was run 35 years ago on different equipment, so there
are undoubtedly some measuring device differences. But, the typical amount of "scatter" on a
non-laboratory dyno probably exceeds any device differences. Conclusions The Stage 1 engine
has been very reliable. We've been selling Engine rebuild Superkits since we invented the
Superkit concept over 20 years ago. These kits offer the quality parts in a package that
anticipates what you will need at a lower discounted price over buying the parts individually
These kits come in several different basic versions but are also customizable with different
options so that you can order precisely the kit you need. Please note that we have redesigned
this line of kits to better reflect current trends. If you have our older part numbers you can still
use them if you wish. When making the decision to rebuild your engine what are the first things
you should consider? Many would also add main and rod bearings. But if you're not going to
split the case main bearings would not be needed. The reason is because these components get
the worst abuse from millions of heat and stress cycles. The combustion chamber is where the
stress happens! That means that the tops and sides of your pistons are at risk. If you find you

have a bad piston from heat damage then you should replace ALL of them! How you plan to use
the motor comes into play as well. First, let's list the basic kits and then we'll talk about options
and modifications. Always remember that if you can't get all the information you need here we
are always willing to talk to you via phone or e mail. Cast piston rings and rod bearings are also
included. Please specify whether std. Piston rings will usually be supplied in std size but. For
those who do not intend to drop the engine and split the case. These kits have core charges list
further down. These kits will usually be supplied with the regular cast crankshaft. This crank is
more than adequate for all but extreme use. Especially recommended for hp and turbo that will
be abused. Note, these are not available for engines. Check the information below to decide
which cam suits you best. Not presently in stock. The current crop of repros are from China and
are junk. Valve stem seals should be used are are included in the Rite Kit gasket kits already in
each Engine kit. But are you certain you know how to get what you want? If you're building an
engine that will occasionally be used to move your showcar or daily driver then there's no
question that a stock grind is your best bet. But let's suppose you're after more horsepower then it gets complicated. Streetable grinds are commonly in 4 general ranges. Stock, , and
overall duration. That's why it's important to use our reground cams as our grinder finishes
them to precise original specs giving you a predictable outcome. The safe bet is to order the
stock cam that came with your engine but sometimes you can do a little manipulating with stock
cams to get different end results. Call us so we can discuss these subtleties if this is the
direction you might like to take. They are safe with automatic transmission equipped cars and
rob very little from low end power. If you have an auto trans vehicle this cam will probably be ok
but the idle in gear may be a little rough. But of course there are tradeoffs. A cam will tend to
idle rougher and you will lose some of your low end power. This could be an issue if you're
putting this in a van or a pickup or an auto trans equipped car. Well, that's a simple description
of the situation with cams. If you need more information don't hesitate to e mail or call us. All
the cams listed above are available in our GoVair regrinds and the , and 's are available as new
Isky cams. Our pistons and barrels are available in std only ,. So which should you choose?
Keep in mind that the difference between the smallest overbore. But while none of these sizes
are radical don't forget that it's "free" additional horsepower. We have been selling these sizes
for over 35 years and cannot see any significant drawbacks to any of them. We used to say that
the larger the overbore the greater the fuel consumption - While I'm sure that's true it does not
appear to be significant. A larger overbore also raises the compression ratio slightly - but once
again, not radically. Also remember that the larger your motor the greater the impact by such
things as camshafts and mods to the carburation etc. Who can argue with free horsepower?
Parts that have to be remachined from original parts will usually require either your old
remachinable parts or a core charge which is refundable later. On these engine kits that
includes cylinder barrels, crankshafts, camshafts, and rods. Your cores need to machinable. In
other words, if you got your cores back re-machined would they be acceptable to you? You'd be
surprised what scrap metal folks sometimes spend money to send us. Also large timing gear
must be installed and in good condition. Camshafts cannot have visibly worn lobes and the
bearing surfaces have to be good as those cannot be reground. Corvair Underground can
rebuild your shortblock, longblock or complete engine. Click HERE for further details. Original
Parts Group offers thousands of Corvair parts and accessories, with new parts added daily. Our
extensive catalog offers nearly everything from sheet metal, chrome and upholstery to engine
parts and the hard-to-find details to finish a restoration with show-winning attention to detail.
Our prices make that restoration more affordable too! The Corvair was the only USA produced
passenger car to employ an air-cooled horizontally opposed six-cylinder engine constructed
with many major components made from aluminum. The engine was rear mounted and drove
the rear wheels through a transaxle. The innovative Corvair was the first GM car built on a
unibody chassis and the first GM car with independent suspension at all four wheels. Despite
the unconventional styling, the Corvair was very well received at the time of its introduction and
earned numerous engineering patents due to its innovative construction. Spanning two main
generations of manufacturing design, the Corvair range grew to include a two-door coupe,
convertible, four-door sedan, and four-door station wagon, as well as passenger van,
commercial van, and pickup trucks. For the launch, GM produced just over thousand 2 door
coupe and 4 door sedan models in 2 trim levels. For Chevrolet produced , Corvairs and added a
4 door station wagon, a Greenbrier window van, a Corvair 95 panel van and a pickup called the
Rampside with a side mounted loading gate. Things got more sporty in with the introduction of
a "Monza Spyder" turbocharged package available only on Monza coupes and convertibles with
4 speed transmissions that upped the horsepower to hp from the original max of hp through the
use of a turbocharger, new carburetor and a larger oil cooler. The sporty "Monza Spyder" option
also included chrome engine accents, special emblems, "Spyder" wheel cover inserts, and a

new dashboard layout. In the station wagon variant was eliminated, and although there were a
few minor trim and interior changes across the line, the Corvairs were basically identical to the
models. However, was also the year the Corvair received a larger CID engine, a transverse leaf
spring, revised coil spring suspension, a front stabilizer bar and finned rear brake drums.
Although was the last year of the Greenbrier window van, the introduction of the new late model
with a fully independent suspension replacing the original swing axle was the bigger news.
Buyers could order a 4 carburetor-equipped hp engine in any model, but the hp turbo option
was available only on the Corsa. Late model Corvairs also received an improved heater system,
larger brakes, a stronger differential, and a new alternator replaced the generator. Chassis
refinements for included a Z17 performance suspension package with a quick ratio steering box
that produced major improvements in handling. The Corsa model was eliminated and was also
the last year for the 4 door sedan as the line was reduced to the and Monza Hardtop Coupes, the
Hardtop Sedans, and the Monza Convertible. Although Chevrolet still marketed the Corvair in ,
little effort was put into advertising and sales fell drastically. As a result, just 27, Corvairs were
built for Sales continued to fall and total production for dropped to 15, cars. By this time the fate
of the Corvair was sealed. Although GM hired race car drivers and industry experts to declare
that the Corvair was safe, the damage was done. In the end, it was probably a combination of
cheap gas and cheap horsepower that did the most damage to the Corvair line. In gas was less
than 40 cents a gallon, the big V-8 muscle cars were on the horizon and consumers did not care
much about gas consumption. Today, Corvairs enjoy status as collectible classic cars with
good looks and a lot of technical interest, a combination that indicates their values will likely
only rise in the future. Home Corvair. Motor Trend Car of the Year Despite the unconventional
styling, the Corvair was very well received at the time of its introduction and earned numerous
engineering patents due to its innovative construction. Second Generation was the year the
second generation Corvair arrived on the scene. Production Ends Sales continued to fall and
total production for dropped to 15, cars. Select Your Vehicle. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's
account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically
in your shopping cart! We have an excellent selection of Corvair custom parts, like body kits,
carbon hoods, custom seats, and rims, to name a few. We also carry the factory-grade
replacement Corvair parts too, including Corvair engine parts, Corvair body parts, and other
Corvair auto parts. So please take a look at our Corvair parts selection. We're confident you'll
enjoy the experience! Select Your Vehicle. Year Doors and Windows. Other Body Panels.
Accessory Products. Shift Console. Panels and Windows. Accessory Items. Safety Equipment.
Auxiliary Light Products. Neon Lights. Fuel System. Turbos a
diagram wiring motorcycle
toyota camry 2009 manual pdf
s10 transmissions
nd Superchargers. Engine Dress Up. Shock Products. Brake Line Products. Brake Hardware
Products. Misc Wheel Items. Not able to find what you are looking for? Many people use the
term "Corvair aftermarket parts" specifically when referring to custom parts for the Corvair, like
performance parts or custom appearance parts. But even if you just replace your Corvair brake
pads with OEM-grade factory-style brake pads that are not made by Chevrolet, those too are
aftermarket Corvair parts. Over the course of a vehicle's life, it almost certainly will have
aftermarket parts installed in it at some point, even if the vehicle is never actually "modded out".
Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In
The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary.
Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign
Up. It helps us give you the best shopping experience! You can skip.

